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Understanding centrifugal 
pumps
Take the time and read the operating manual when purchasing a pump advises 
Andreas Vandré, Flowserve Regional Manager Educational Service EMA. More so, 
make sure the manual is available to staff in general and not just the pump operators. 
Also, make a point of investing in training and upskilling staff to understand the inner 
workings of pumps. All of this will ultimately result in overall better performance.

In the pump business prevention is really better than cure. 
Whilst not everyone in an organisation needs to have an 
in-depth understanding of how a pump operates, having at 
least some basic knowledge can make a major difference to 
pump operations and cost, says Vandré.

This was clearly demonstrated at a large international 
company recently where only four weeks after installation a 
pump failed. With no indication as to what had gone wrong 
the original equipment manufacturer was called in to sort 
out what was considered to be a factory flaw.

On arrival, the manufacturer found the seal was damaged 
and the pump did indeed need repair. Getting it back up and 
running a few days later, all guarantees were given that the 
pump was now in full working order. Yet, some four weeks 
later, the pump owner called again with another complaint 
of pump failure.

It was found that the pump had been installed correctly and 
the owner insisted all procedures and processes were being 
followed during operation. Yet, two more failures followed.

With costs now escalating for both the owner (downtime of 
the pump) and the manufacturer (the equipment was still 
under warranty), a full-scale investigation was launched as 
to why the temperature was rising in this pump resulting in 

the seal being damaged every four to five weeks.

With the one party pulling its hair out and the other 
scratching its head, a decision was taken to send someone 
from the service department to physically observe the 
pump in operation.

An answer was soon forthcoming. A cleaner was unplugging 
the water supply and using the water pipe to wash the floor. 

This changed the situation completely. It was no longer 
a manufacturing flaw and the pump owner became 
responsible for all the costs occurred.

However, it is not just the cost of the repairs to consider, but 
also all of the downtime especially if one considers that on 
average it takes about five days to do a medial repair on a 
pump. 

“Too often manuals are not read,” says Vandré. Another 
challenge is that not everyone in the company necessarily 
understands how the pump works or even what the parts 
are and can unwittingly, like the example above cause major 
damage.

Companies like FlowServe also offer a variety of educational 
training ranging from very basic to extremely advanced 
courses. Liquid Movers recently hosted just such an 

A workforce that understands the  practical operations of pumps and valves makes for better operations.
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introductory educational day for its clients where Vandré 
gave some critical insight into centrifugal pumps.

Covering the basics

What is a centrifugal pump?

A centrifugal pump is a machine that uses rotation to impart 
velocity to a liquid and then converts that velocity into 
pressure energy. Flow is a consequence of the interaction 
between the pump curve and the system curve.

Pumps are used across a wide variety of industries, says 
Vandré, from water supply to irrigation and sewage 
movement pumps are the most critical component for 
modern day living.Because of the variety of uses, they come 
in a plethora of sizes and shapes. There are three types of 
centrifugal pumps – overhung pumps, between bearing 
pumps and vertical pumps.

These pumps are used to move liquid from a lower elevation 
to a higher one or to move liquids from a lower pressure 
area to a higher one. Pumps are also used to move liquid 
long distances.

“Pumps more often than not do more thing than one thing 
at once for example having to move liquid from a lower 
pressure to a higher area over a very long distance,” explains 
Vandré.

Why do pumps fail?

There are three reasons why pumps fail. “The first is 
mechanical,” says Vandré. “This can be due to improper 
maintenance or even improper installation. It is therefore 
extremely important when installing a pump and servicing 
it to follow the exact instructions of the OEM following the 
guidelines as set out in the Installation Operating Manual.”

A second reason for failure is the operational environment. 
“This could be due to improper start up or shut down, 
any off-design operations that are introduce or the lack of 
equipment health monitoring.”

The third reason for pump failure is system design and this 
could be poor piping design or the incorrect pump selection 
for the operation.He says people often have no idea what 
the pump is doing. Monitoring of every single pump in an 
operation is therefore essential.

Pump components

At the most fundamental level, a centrifugal pump consists 
of just three components, says Vandré – an impeller, casing 

and shaft assembly that consists of a shaft, bearings, sealing 
arrangement and some structural components.

The impeller

The impeller is the main rotating component of the pump 
used to speed up the liquid. Impeller designs are grouped 
as either radial flow, mixed flow or axial flow depending on 
their hydraulic geometry.

The casing

The pump casing is the major stationary component of the 
pump with two major functions: it converts velocity head to 
pressure head and is the pressure boundary for the liquid 
pumped.

Shaft Assembly

The shaft transmits rotational energy from the driver to 
all fixed rotating components. The sealing device controls 
leakage between the stationary and rotating components. It 
also controls leakage across process to atmospheric and the 
bearing housing to atmospheric boundaries. Bearings and 
bearing housing absorbs loads, maintaining rotor integrity 
and facilitates rotation.
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